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Abstract 22 

Extrinsic product cues such as package colour may change product perception and perceived 23 

reward value during product evaluation. Healthier foods (i.e., ‘light’, sugar- or fat-reduced) 24 

often have different packages than regular products, e.g., they may be less vibrantly coloured. 25 

People vary in their degree of health-interest and self-control ability and may be affected 26 

differently by package colour. This study assesses the extent to which package colour and 27 

participant characteristics interact and influence product perception and brain responses.  28 

Thirty-four healthy females performed a functional MRI task in which they viewed four 29 

differently coloured packages (regular vs. healthier; differing in brightness and saturation 30 

levels) with or without simultaneously tasting a either a regular or a healthier calorie-reduced 31 

drink.  32 

Results indicate main effects of package and taste and a package*taste interaction effect. 33 

Compared to healthier packages viewing regular packages enhanced activation in region 34 

implicated in inhibitory control (inferior frontal gyrus) and a reward-related region (striatum), 35 

the latter even more so as participants’ health interest increased (r = 0.43, p = 0.01). Incongruent 36 

package-taste combinations decreased activation in the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC,  a region 37 

implicated in reward representation) compared to congruent combinations. Tasting the healthier 38 

compared to regular product enhanced activation in the middle and superior frontal gyrus, 39 

which are implicated in inhibitory control, as well as the striatum and OFC, suggesting a 40 

cognitively driven preference for the healthier product. 41 

In conclusion, this paper provides evidence for the conditions under which package colour and 42 

taste properties modulate neural correlates related to reward and inhibition. Individual 43 

differences in health-interest and impulsivity influence package- and taste-related neural 44 
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correlates and thus underscore the importance of taking participant characteristics into account 45 

in food research.  46 
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1. Introduction  49 

At the basis of food preference lies the attractiveness of intrinsic food properties such as the 50 

taste and flavour of a product (Clark 1998). However, at the point of purchase, extrinsic food 51 

properties such as packaging or labelling are leading determinants of food choice since intrinsic 52 

food properties cannot be evaluated properly at this stage (Schifferstein, Fenko et al. 2013). 53 

There is accumulating behavioural evidence that extrinsic food properties can influence taste 54 

perception (Ng, Chaya et al. 2013, Gutjar, de Graaf et al. 2014, Piqueras-Fiszman and Spence 55 

2015, Tijssen, Zandstra et al. 2017).  56 

 57 

We recently demonstrated that package colour properties not only influence product 58 

expectations but also actual flavour perception of a product after tasting.  Certain combinations 59 

of hue, brightness and saturation corresponding with more vibrant package colouring (i.e. high 60 

saturation, low brightness) were perceived as most attractive and least healthy which influenced 61 

both sensory expectations and flavour perception (Tijssen, Zandstra et al. 2017). Effects seen 62 

in behavioural studies may be driven by reward and inhibitory control processes in the brain, 63 

which is the focus of the present study.  64 

 65 

The orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and amygdala encode reward 66 

value of foods and the striatum (putamen, caudate nucleus, nucleus accumbens) and ventral and 67 

dorsolateral prefrontal (dlPFC) areas are involved in reward anticipation, inhibitory control and 68 

reinforcement learning (Berridge 1996, O'Doherty, Deichmann et al. 2002, Aron 2007, Rolls 69 

2011, Rolls 2015). The frontal operculum and anterior insula, which contain the primary taste 70 

cortex have been shown to differentiate between objective qualities of taste, i.e. taste identity 71 

and intensity (Rolls 2011).  72 

 73 
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Intrinsic properties such as nutritional value and flavour of foods can affect preference and 74 

reward value (Birch 1999, Sørensen, Møller et al. 2003). For example, different brain responses 75 

to solutions of sugars and non-caloric sweeteners in water have been found (Smeets, de Graaf 76 

et al. 2005, Frank, Oberndorfer et al. 2008, Smeets, Weijzen et al. 2011, Griffioen-Roose, 77 

Smeets et al. 2013, van Rijn, de Graaf et al. 2015). Frank et al., (2008) showed that tasting a 78 

caloric (sucrose) solution versus a non-caloric (sucralose) solution, which were matched in 79 

pleasantness, gave rise to stronger neural activations in taste areas and reward areas. Smeets et 80 

al., (2011) showed that caloric versus non-caloric soft drinks (matched on sensory properties) 81 

gave rise to stronger amygdala activation. Although Van Rijn et al., (2015) did not find 82 

differences in taste areas when tasting a caloric or non-caloric solution, they did find differences 83 

in reward areas. They also demonstrated differences in activation in frontal regions as a result 84 

of sweet versus non-sweet versions of a similar drink indicating that sweetness affects neural 85 

activation irrespective of caloric content.  86 

 87 

Extrinsic properties, such as packaging, can influence expectations but also affect food 88 

preference, taste perception and reward value (for a review see Okamoto and Dan (2013, 89 

Piqueras-Fiszman and Spence (2015)). Studies that investigate expectation-based effects of 90 

(in)congruent verbal labels on taste perception and reward processing using functional magnetic 91 

resonance imaging (fMRI) indicate expectancy driven modulation of verbal sensory (taste) 92 

descriptors (e.g., “very sweet” and “less sweet”) on activation in taste related areas such as the 93 

anterior insula and frontal operculum (Nitschke, Dixon et al. 2006, Veldhuizen, Douglas et al. 94 

2011, Woods, Lloyd et al. 2011). Expectancy driven modulation of hedonic and health 95 

descriptors (e.g., “treat” and “healthy”) on taste related activation is less conclusive 96 

(Grabenhorst, Rolls et al. 2008, Veldhuizen, Nachtigal et al. 2013). Evidence for  expectancy 97 

driven modulatory effects of verbal hedonic and health descriptors as well as brand and price 98 
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cues in reward and attention related areas is growing (e.g., OFC, striatum, ACC, inferior frontal 99 

gyrus, amygdala, ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC)) (McClure, Li et al. 2004, de Araujo, 100 

Rolls et al. 2005, Plassmann, O'Doherty et al. 2008, Veldhuizen, Douglas et al. 2011, 101 

Grabenhorst, Schulte et al. 2013, Kuhn and Gallinat 2013, Okamoto and Dan 2013). 102 

 103 

As demonstrated by the abovementioned literature, research on expectancy driven neural 104 

modulations of product perception mostly uses clear, rather obvious, verbal, visual descriptors 105 

emphasizing taste or hedonic properties. Yet in reality, expectancy driven modulations likely 106 

follow less obvious, subconscious and non-verbal cues. It remains to be seen to what extent the 107 

abovementioned research findings translate to less explicit, less obvious non-verbal cues such 108 

as package “impression” that is associated with certain degrees of healthiness or attractiveness. 109 

Investigating more realistic and subtle expectancy driven modulations can give better insights 110 

into the effects of these subtle everyday cues on perception and neural correlates.  111 

 112 

The present study primarily aims to explore the neural correlates of subtle extrinsic cues (i.e., 113 

healthiness and attractiveness related features signalled through package colour) combined with 114 

intrinsic properties (i.e., the flavour of a dairy drink) to determine the neural mechanisms behind 115 

expectation influencing taste perception and food hedonics. The study aims to shed light on the 116 

interaction of top-down cortico-cortical influences (e.g., valuation, pleasantness) and more 117 

primary sensory-related processes (e.g., taste intensity) that underlie the effects of package 118 

colour cues on sensory taste perception and hedonic evaluations. These separate representations 119 

of psycho-physical attributes (e.g. intensity) and psycho-hedonic attributes (e.g. pleasantness, 120 

healthiness) of taste, engages differential brain systems/pathways. We wanted to explore 121 

whether the effect of package colour induced influences on taste would be reflected in 122 

neurocognitive functions more oriented towards affective, evaluative processing versus more 123 
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primary sensory-related processing. A priori regions of interest included taste related brain 124 

regions, i.e., primary and secondary taste cortex (anterior insula/frontal operculum, 125 

OFC)(Iannilli, Noennig et al. 2014), as well as reward, salience and inhibition related regions, 126 

including the amygdala, (pre)frontal cortex (including OFC, vmPFC, dlPFC), striatum and 127 

anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)(Rogers, Owen et al. 1999, Pochon, Levy et al. 2002).  128 

 129 

In addition, behavioural and neuroimaging research has shown that health-related product cues 130 

affect consumers differently depending on personal characteristics. Neural susceptibility to 131 

hedonic or health cues in reward regions (OFC, ACC, striatum) can depend on BMI, inhibitory 132 

control, trait impulsiveness and health interest (Zandstra, de Graaf et al. 2001, Guerrieri, 133 

Nederkoorn et al. 2007, Veldhuizen, Nachtigal et al. 2013, van Rijn, Wegman et al. 2017). 134 

Maintaining a healthy lifestyle may involve a goal of healthy eating. This requires a certain 135 

degree of inhibitory-control, i.e., exerting effort to withhold from unwanted behaviour. Both 136 

trait impulsivity as well as inhibitory control deficits have been associated with unhealthy eating 137 

(Jasinka et al., 2012). Having a goal to eat healthy may induce a cognitively driven preference 138 

for healthy options as opposed to a stimulus driven preference for unhealthy options (van Rijn, 139 

Wegman et al. 2017).  140 

Our secondary aim was to investigate whether neural activation in response to processing of 141 

packaging cues is modulated by trait impulsivity (Patton and Stanford 1995) and attitudes 142 

towards health and taste (Roininen, Lahteenmaki et al. 1999).  143 

 144 

Based on the findings described above, we predicted that package colour cues will influence 145 

product expectations and taste perception. It was hypothesized that the effects of package colour 146 

cues will be mainly reflected in psycho-hedonic properties such as taste attractiveness, with 147 

altered brain activity in cognition - and reward related regions such as the OFC, ACC, striatum 148 
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and amygdala, which feed backwards to primary sensory regions (top-down). It was expected 149 

that more vibrantly coloured packages (i.e., low brightness, high saturation) will enhance 150 

activation in these regions compared to less vibrantly coloured packages.  Furthermore, it was 151 

expected that top-down effects will be different depending on personality characteristics. In 152 

particular, health interest may induce a cognitively driven preference for the healthier option, 153 

reflected in brain regions where integration of cognitive and stimulus driven cues takes place 154 

such as the striatum, amygdala, OFC and ACC. The degree of trait impulsiveness may play a 155 

role in brain activation, with (‘hard to resist’) vibrantly coloured packages decreasing activation 156 

in inhibition related regions (PFC, i.e. inferior frontal gyrus) compared to less vibrantly 157 

coloured packages. 158 
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2. Materials and methods 159 

2.1 Participants, screening and training 160 

39 Dutch female participants (considered as healthy as measured in a self-report questionnaire) 161 

were recruited to participate in the study. Five participants were excluded because of data loss 162 

as result of technical difficulties concerning the MRI. Data of 34 participants (aged 18-35 years, 163 

mean=21.7, ±SD=2.4, all right handed, BMI mean=21.9, ±SD=1.3) were analysed. 31 out of 164 

34 participants completed high school prior to the experiment. All participants were familiar 165 

with the used product category and not colour blind (tested using Ishihara’s colour test (Ishihara 166 

1951)). Participants did not have stomach or bowel diseases, did not have any psychiatric, 167 

neurological disorders or other relevant medical history that would affect the results of the study 168 

(e.g. chronic diseases such as diabetes, thyroid- or kidney disease, taste or smell disorders, 169 

allergies/intolerances for products under study, were not pregnant or lactating), did not use daily 170 

medication other than oral contraceptives, paracetamol or H1-antihistaminergic drugs, did not 171 

smoke more than one cigarette/cigar a day, did not have a history or current alcohol 172 

consumption of more than 21 units per week, did not change in body weight (more than 5 kg) 173 

or follow an energy restricted diet during the past two months and had no contra-indications for 174 

MRI scanning (e.g. pacemaker). Before enrolment participants were screened on inclusion and 175 

exclusion criteria via a questionnaire, gave written informed consent and received monetary 176 

reimbursement for their participation (€65,-). The study was conducted in accordance with the 177 

Declaration of Helsinki (amendment of Fortaleza) (World Medical 2013), approved by the 178 

Medical Ethical Committee of Wageningen University and registered in the Dutch Trial 179 

Registry (NTR5899). 180 

2.2 Stimuli 181 

Four package stimuli, adopted from Tijssen et al., (2017) were used. Stimuli were based on a 182 

previously commercially available dairy drink ‘Optimel Puur Rode Vruchten’ (Royal 183 
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FrieslandCampina, Amersfoort, The Netherlands) and differed in hue (blue and red), brightness 184 

(high vs. low) and saturation (high vs. low) levels signalling more/less healthy product 185 

properties. Based on package colour, two package stimuli were chosen to represent healthier 186 

packages (e.g. ‘light’, sugar- or fat-reduced) and two to represent regular packages (Figure 1).  187 

Except for package colour, all information on the packages was kept the same. The packages 188 

state that they contains 0% fat, no sweeteners and no added sugar.  189 

 190 

[INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE] 191 

 192 

Two tasted product stimuli were used: 1) the regular product taste stimulus was a commercially 193 

available sweet (white coloured) dairy drink ‘Vifit Rode Vruchten’ (Royal FrieslandCampina, 194 

Amersfoort, The Netherlands) and 2) the healthier product taste stimulus was a mix of this dairy 195 

drink and tap water (ratio of 4:1 g dairy drink to tap water). Due to the decrease in caloric, and 196 

sugar content, we perceive this stimulus as healthier. The original dairy drink ‘Optimel Puur 197 

Rode Vruchten’ was taken of the shelves prior to the experiment. For this reason, we needed to 198 

determine and include an alternative sweet dairy drink that matched the original. The healthier 199 

taste stimulus was selected on the basis of the results from a pilot experiment (n=15). This sweet 200 

dairy drink (‘Vifit Rode Vruchten’) and this specific dilution ratio gave rise to a comparable 201 

sensory profile compared to the sensory profile obtained in Tijssen et al., (2017), where we 202 

included ‘Optimel Puur Rode Vruchten’. The pilot experiment included a multitude of sweet 203 

dairy drinks (n=5) as well as several dilution ratios of sweet dairy drinks relative to tap water 204 

(2:1; 3:1; 4:1; 5:1). The aim was to find a comparable match in sensory profile (on taste, flavour 205 

and texture) with respect to the original sweet dairy drink ‘Optimel Puur Rode Vruchten’. 206 

Matching was determined by means of Analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests comparing sensory 207 

scores per attribute of the piloted stimuli to the original ‘Optimel Puur Rode Vruchten’. A match 208 
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consisted of no significant differences between the piloted and original product samples at 209 

p<0.05 for any of the sensory attributes questioned. 210 

Tap water was used to rinse between taste stimuli, all stimuli were administered at room 211 

temperature. The usage of package and taste stimuli was permitted by, and cleared with, Royal 212 

FrieslandCampina.  213 

2.3 Participant characteristics and attitudes 214 

The Health and Taste Attitude Scale (HTAS) was employed to measure the importance of health 215 

and taste aspects of food in the choice and consumption processes (Roininen, Lahteenmaki et 216 

al. 1999). HTAS contains 44 statements (e.g. “I reward myself by buying something really 217 

tasty”) divided among 3 taste related subscales and 3 health related subscales. Participants 218 

responded using a 7-point scale ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” and 219 

responses were averaged per subscale.  220 

The Barratt Impulsiveness Scale, version 11, (BIS-11) (Patton and Stanford 1995) was also 221 

employed and contains 30 statements (e.g. “I say things without thinking”) divided into three 222 

subscales measuring sub traits of attentional-, motor- and non-planning impulsivity. Attentional 223 

impulsiveness represents an inability to focus attention or to concentrate. Motor impulsivity 224 

represents acting without thinking and non-planning impulsiveness represents lack of 225 

forethought (Barratt 1985). Participants respond using a 4-point scale ranging from 226 

“seldom/never” to “almost always”. On average, our participant group scored medium on 227 

impulsiveness.  228 

2.4 Procedure 229 

After the initial screening session (study day 1) participants completed a training session (study 230 

day 2) to practice the fMRI procedure and collect data regarding behavioural characteristics 231 

(e.g., HTAS, BIS-11). During the fMRI session (study day 3), participants arrived between 232 
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08.30 and 12.30 h at the test location (Hospital Gelderse Vallei, Ede, The Netherlands) after a 233 

fast of at least 2 h (no food, only water). First they reported their hunger level on a 100-unit 234 

Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) presented online using an online questionnaire (Logic8 235 

EyeQuestion software, version 4.2.11). After this, participants received verbal instructions and 236 

were placed into the MRI scanner where they performed two fMRI tasks; a choice task (data 237 

reported elsewhere) and the taste task described below.  238 

 239 

During the latter task participants were asked to pay attention to a package image (i.e. package 240 

trial) presented using a back-projection screen, which could be viewed by the participants via a 241 

mirror positioned on the head coil, or a package image simultaneously accompanied by small 242 

sips (2 ml) of the product taste stimulus (i.e., package-taste trial), administered through 243 

programmable syringe pumps (New Era Pump System Inc., Wantagh NY) at 50 ml/min.  244 

 245 

All package images were presented 20 times (without taste stimuli) resulting in 20 x 4 = 80 246 

package trials, and presented 10 times in combination with each taste stimulus (4 x 2 = 8 unique 247 

combinations, of which ½ congruent and ½ incongruent package-taste combinations) resulting 248 

in 10 x 8 = 80 package-taste trials. An example of a congruent package-taste trial consisted of 249 

a healthier product package stimulus (BHL package) simultaneously presented with the 250 

healthier product taste stimulus delivery (dairy drink ‘Vifit Rode Vruchten’ and tap water). An 251 

example of an incongruent package-taste trial consisted of a healthier product package stimulus 252 

(BHL package) simultaneously presented with the regular product taste stimulus delivery (dairy 253 

drink ‘Vifit Rode Vruchten’). All trials were randomized and divided into three runs. Runs were 254 

presented to participants in one of three randomly generated orders. Each stimulus was 255 

presented on a light grey background. An intra-trial interval (4 - 6 s) started with a white 256 

crosshair (3.5 - 5.5 s – ‘rest’) followed by a 0.5 s timeframe where the crosshair either turned 257 
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blue (cueing a package trial) or red (cueing a package-taste trial) for anticipation purposes. 258 

Subsequently a package image was presented for 3 s (package trial) or 7 s (package-taste trial). 259 

Following package-taste trials a 2 s ‘swallow’ cue was presented on the screen, followed by a 260 

3.5 s ‘rinse’ cue accompanied by a 2 ml tap water stimulus, again followed by a 2 s ‘swallow’ 261 

cue. To ensure that proper attention was paid to the package images in the package-taste trials, 262 

participants were asked once per congruent combination (i.e., healthier package + healthier taste 263 

stimulus or regular package + regular taste stimulus) to rate healthiness and attractiveness using 264 

a 7-point scale anchored ‘not at all’ to ‘very’, presented directly after swallowing the tasted 265 

stimulus (data not reported). See Figure 2 for an schematic overview of a package, and package-266 

taste trial. Responses were collected via a MRI-compatible button box.  267 

 268 

[INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE] 269 

 270 

Following the fMRI task, after a 15 minute break, participants evaluated all eight package-taste 271 

combinations outside the scanner, one by one, in random order, on hedonic (liking, healthiness, 272 

attractiveness) and sensory (sweetness, creaminess, fruitiness, flavour intensity) attributes using 273 

a 100-unit VAS (anchored ‘not at all’ to ‘extremely’) in an online questionnaire presented via 274 

EyeQuestion. Hedonic attributes were followed by sensory attributes and attributes were 275 

randomized within the attribute domain. Package images were presented above the questions 276 

on the computer screen and taste stimuli were presented at room temperature in white opaque 277 

plastic cups (100 ml) containing 40 ml of the taste stimulus, distinguishable by (randomly 278 

generated) 3-digit-codes. Participants were instructed to pay attention to the package, take a sip 279 

and pay attention to both package and taste when answering the questions. Between each 280 

sample, during at least a 10 s break, participants were asked to clean their palate using water 281 

and/or crackers to avoid sensory fatigue and carry over effects. 282 
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2.5 MRI data acquisition 283 

Each fMRI scan session (study day 3) consisted of 3 functional runs in which 1029 functional 284 

volumes were acquired using a T2
*-weighted echoplanar imaging sequence (TR=2140 ms, 285 

TE=25 ms, 90° flip angle, FOV=192×192 mm, 43 axial slices acquired in descending order, 286 

voxel size=3×3×3 mm) on a 3 T Siemens Magnetom Verio (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). In 287 

addition to this, a T1-weighted anatomical scan was acquired (MPRAGE, TR=2300 ms, 288 

TE=2.98 ms, 9° flip angle, FOV=256×256 mm, 192 sagittal slices, voxel size=1×1×1 mm). 289 

2.6 Data analysis 290 

2.6.1 Behavioural data analysis 291 

All behavioural (and correlation-) analyses were carried out in SPSS (version 23; SPSS Inc., 292 

Chicago, IL, USA). Cronbach’s alpha was determined for the BIS-11 and HTAS questionnaires 293 

as a measure of scale reliability.  294 

 295 

2.6.1.1 Participant characteristics  296 

The HTAS contains 44 statements divided among 3 taste related subscales and 3 health related 297 

subscales. Participants responded using a 7-point scale and responses were averaged per 298 

subscale and compared to earlier research (Roininen, Tuorila et al. 2001). 299 

 300 

The BIS-11 contains 30 statements divided into three subscales. Participants respond using a 4-301 

point scale and responses are summed up per (sub)scale, e.g. scores for BIS sum range from 30 302 

to 120. According to (Stanford, Mathias et al. 2009) the following division can be made: low 303 

(score <52), medium (score 52-71) or high (score >71) impulsivity. 304 

 305 
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Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated to determine the associations between HTAS 306 

subscales and BIS-11 subscale scores. 307 

2.6.1.2 Sensory and hedonic analysis 308 

To investigate the effects of package colour properties and product properties on perceived 309 

hedonic and sensory responses, Linear Mixed Model analyses (LMM) were carried out per 310 

hedonic and sensory attribute with package and taste as main factors as well as a package*taste 311 

interaction effect. Participant was added as a random factor (including intercept) and the HTAS 312 

and BIS-11 subscales were added as covariates. The assumption of normal distribution of 313 

dependent variables was checked using QQ plots and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, and equal 314 

variances were assessed using Levene’s tests. The assumption of normality was not violated. 315 

Additionally, controlling for BMI and hunger levels at baseline did not change any of the 316 

reported results and these variables were therefore not included in the reported analyses. Least 317 

Significant Difference (LSD) post-hoc tests were conducted to further assess significant 318 

differences within each factor/interaction. Tests were performed two-sided and p-values below 319 

0.05 were considered significant. Results will be reported as mean (±SDs) unless otherwise 320 

specified.  321 

2.6.2 MRI data analysis 322 

fMRI data were pre-processed and analysed using the SPM12 software package (Wellcome 323 

Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK) in conjunction with the MarsBar toolbox 324 

(http://marsbar.sourceforge.net) run with MATLAB 7.12 (The Mathworks Inc. Natick, MA). 325 

Functional images per participant were slice time corrected, realigned to the mean volume of 326 

the first run, coregistered to the anatomical image, normalized to Montreal Neurological 327 

Institute space (MNI space), and spatially smoothened with a Gaussian kernel of 6 mm full-328 

with at half maximum. The volume artefact tool from ArtRepair (version 4; 329 

http://cibsr.stanford.edu/tools/human-brain-project/artrepair-software.html; 27) was used to 330 
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detect and repair anomalously noisy volumes. Volumes that moved more than 1mm/TR were 331 

repaired and participants with >25% of volumes repaired were excluded from the analyses. On 332 

average 3.14% of the volumes were repaired. None of the participants were excluded from the 333 

analyses.  334 

 335 

For every participant, a statistical parametric map was generated by fitting a boxcar function to 336 

each time series, convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF). Data 337 

were high-pass filtered with a cut-off of 128 s to remove low-frequency noise. 338 

 339 

Ten conditions were modelled: viewing healthier package images [P_Healthier], viewing 340 

regular package images [P_Regular], tasting healthier taste + viewing healthier package images 341 

[PT_HH], tasting healthier taste + viewing regular package images [PT_RH], tasting regular 342 

taste + viewing healthier package images [PT_HR], tasting regular taste + viewing regular 343 

package images [PT_RR], rest (crosshair), swallowing, rinsing, stimulus rating. Swallowing, 344 

rinsing and stimulus rating responses were not included in further analyses. Realignment 345 

parameters were added to the model as regressors to account for motion-related variance. 346 

Parameters were estimated and T-contrasts were calculated for each participant for every 347 

viewing and tasting + viewing condition minus rest (i.e., [P_Healthier-rest], [P_Regular-rest], 348 

[PT_HH-rest], [PT_RH-rest], [PT_HR-rest], [PT_RR-rest]).  349 

Note that letters P and T in the modelled conditions stand for Package (P) and Taste (T) 350 

combinations. Letters H and R in the T-contrasts stand for Healthier (H) or Regular (R) package 351 

or product versions. 352 

 353 

For group analyses we started with exploratory whole brain analyses to verify overall activation 354 

in response to the cues. Subsequently, we use a region of interest (ROI) approach. A priori 355 
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regions of interest were selected from literature (mainly based on the appetitive brain network 356 

(Dagher 2012)) and included regions involved in reward (Berridge 1996, Tremblay and Schultz 357 

1999, O'Doherty, Deichmann et al. 2002, Delgado 2007), cognition, salience, inhibition 358 

(Corbetta and Shulman 2002, Aron 2007, Zandbelt and Vink 2010, Lenartowicz, Verbruggen 359 

et al. 2011) and tasting (Nitschke, Dixon et al. 2006, Rolls 2015): striatum (caudate nucleus, 360 

putamen, nucleus accumbens), pallidum, amygdala, OFC, frontal gyri, opercula, hippocampal 361 

gyri and the insula. ROIs from the Automated Anatomical Labelling (AAL) atlas were bundled 362 

to create one ROI mask using the Wake Forest University Pickatlas toolbox (Tzourio-Mazoyer, 363 

Landeau et al. 2002, Maldjian, Laurienti et al. 2003). We combined all ROIs into one mask to 364 

avoid multiple testing. A mean grey matter image of all participants was calculated and 365 

multiplied with the ROI mask to obtain a grey matter analysis mask.  366 

 367 

To test and visualise the effects of package, taste and package*taste interactions on brain 368 

activation, a flexible factorial was performed (on all viewing + tasting conditions minus rest) 369 

including factors participant, package, taste, package*taste interaction. Average parameter 370 

estimates were extracted for significant clusters with the use of the MarsBar toolbox. To correct 371 

for multiple testing across brain voxels cluster extent threshold for the minimum cluster size 372 

needed for a family-wise error-corrected p<0.05 across the analysis mask volume was 373 

determined for the analysis with the SPM cluster size threshold tool available at 374 

(https://github.com/CyclotronResearchCentre/SPM_ClusterSizeThreshold). This yielded a 375 

cluster extent threshold of k > 44 voxels. In addition, we report results at a more liberal threshold 376 

of p=0.001, k > 19 contiguous voxels to allow for meta-analysis. Such a threshold inflates the 377 

risk of false positives, but it is more stringent than the arbitrary k=10 threshold used by many 378 

studies (Eklund, Nichols et al. 2016) and much more stringent than recommended by 379 

(Lieberman and Cunningham 2009). 380 
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 381 

2.6.3 Correlations behavioural and MRI data 382 

Pearson correlations (significant at p<0.05) were assessed between sensory and hedonic scores 383 

from the behavioural data and average parameter estimates for significant clusters from 384 

package-taste contrast (i.e., [PT_HH-rest], [PT_RH-rest], [PT_HR-rest], [PT_RR-rest]). Next 385 

to this, average parameter estimates for healthier product ([PT_HH-rest] & [PT_RH-rest]) and 386 

regular ([PT_HR-rest] & [PT_RR-rest]) product were calculated as well as differences between 387 

parameter estimates of regular and healthier product ([PT_HR-rest] & [PT_RR-rest] – [PT_HH-388 

rest] & [PT_RH-rest]). Similarly, average sensory and hedonic scores from behavioural data 389 

were calculated for both the healthier and regular product. A difference between regular and 390 

healthier product was also calculated per sensory and hedonic attribute. Pearson correlations 391 

(significant at p<0.05) were assessed between average hedonic scores from behavioural data 392 

and average parameter estimates for both the regular and healthier product. 393 

 394 
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3. Results 395 

Prior to the MRI scan, participants reported medium hunger levels (mean=60.7, ±SD=11.7).  396 

3.1 Behavioural results  397 

3.1.1 Participant characteristics 398 

Regarding the HTAS, compared to earlier research (Roininen, Tuorila et al. 2001) our 399 

participant group scored medium/high on the health interest subscales on average (General 400 

Health Interest (GHI) mean=4.80, ±SD=0.70, range 3.00-6.00, α=0.67; Light Product Interest 401 

(LPI) mean=3.25, ±SD=1.15 range 1.00-6.00, α=0.82; Natural Product Interest (NPI) 402 

mean=3.62, ±SD=1.11, range 2.00-6.00, α=0.78) and medium on taste attitude subscales (Food 403 

As Reward (FAR) mean=4.25, ±SD=0.84, range 2.00-6.00, α=0.63; Pleasure mean=4.80, 404 

±SD=0.69, range 4.00-7.00, α=0.41; Craving for Sweet (CS) mean=4.01, ±SD=0.77, range 405 

3.00-6.00, α= 0.26).  406 

 407 

Regarding the BIS-11 results, for the BIS sum our participant group scored on the high end of 408 

the medium scale regarding impulsivity (medium scores range from 52-71; BIS sum 409 

mean=67.74, ±SD=4.29, range 58-77, α=0.21; BIS attention mean=16.27, ±SD=1.96, range 14-410 

21, α=0.12; BIS motor mean=21.53, ±SD=2.88, range 15-27, α=0.38; BIS non-planning 411 

mean=29.94, ±SD=2.98, range 25-35, α=0.38). 412 

 413 

When investigating relationships between HTAS subscales and BIS-11 subscales, Pearson 414 

correlations showed significant inverse correlation between HTAS General Health Interest and 415 

Craving Sweet subscales (r=-0.412, p=0.02) as well as HTAS Light Product Interest and Food 416 

As Reward subscales (r=-0.374, p=0.03). 417 
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3.1.2 Sensory and hedonic results 418 

Linear Mixed Model analysis yielded significant main effects for package and taste. Sensory 419 

and hedonic behavioural results are shown in Figures 3 and 4. For package, healthier packages 420 

yielded slightly higher scores compared to the regular package versions for perceived 421 

healthiness (F(1,235)=16.17, p<0.001), fruitiness (F(1,235)=14.31, p<0.001), sweetness 422 

(F(1,235)=5.31, p=0.02) and perceived attractiveness (F(1,235)=5.52, p=0.02), but there was 423 

no significant main effect for liking (F(1,235)=1.03, p=0.31), creaminess (F(1,235)=2.59, 424 

p=0.11) or flavour intensity (F(1,235)=0.12, p=0.73). For taste, there were significant main 425 

effects for all attributes. Figures 3 and 4 show that the healthier taste yielded slightly higher 426 

scores compared to the regular taste for perceived healthiness (F(1,235)=12.83, p<0.001) as 427 

well as slightly lower scores for perceived attractiveness (F(1,235)=9.83, p<0.001) and lower 428 

scores for liking (F(1,235)=78.52, p<0.001). Healthier taste yielded lower scores on sweetness 429 

(F(1,235)=113.87, p<0.001), creaminess (F(1,235)=340.83, p<0.001), fruitiness 430 

(F(1,235)=50.78, p<0.001) and flavour intensity (F(1,235)=109.65, p<0.001). No significant 431 

2-way interactions between package*taste were found (healthiness F(1,235)=1.06, p=0.30; 432 

liking F(1,235)=0.20, p=0.65; attractiveness F(1,235)=0.26, p=0.63; sweetness F(1,235=0.02, 433 

p=0.90; creaminess F(1,235)=0.02, p=0.90; flavour intensity F(1,235)=0.07, p=0.79; fruitiness 434 

F(1,235)=1.02, p=0.31). This indicates that the taste perception of the regular product versus 435 

the healthier product was not influenced significantly different by the type of package shown 436 

during tasting (or vice versa). Behavioural covariates (HTAS, BIS-11 subscales) did not 437 

significantly affect results, e.g., healthiness perception did not co-vary with health or taste 438 

orientation from HTAS, nor with impulsivity measures from BIS-11 (all p-values>0.05).  439 

 440 

[INSERT FIGURE 3 AND FIGURE 4 HERE] 441 

 442 
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3.2 Neuroimaging results 443 

Table 1 gives an overview of ROI brain regions that were differentially activated by packages, 444 

tastes or package*taste interactions.  445 

 446 

[INSERT TABLE 1 HERE] 447 

 448 

3.2.1 The effect of package type on brain activation  449 

When comparing regular with healthier packages (irrespective of the tasted product), brain 450 

areas activated stronger when viewing the regular packages compared to the healthier packages 451 

included bilateral inferior frontal regions (including inferior frontal and orbitofrontal parts, i.e., 452 

OFC) as well as left sided putamen (see Table 1 and Figure 5). Additionally, putamen activity 453 

during viewing regular packages was correlated positively with the General Health Interest 454 

(GHI) scores from the HTAS (r=0.431, p=0.01) (Figure 5) and negatively with BIS attention 455 

subscale scores (r=-0.461, p=0.01). Similarly, differences in putamen activity between regular 456 

and healthier packages correlated with BIS attention subscale scores (r=-0.349, p=0.04), which 457 

was driven mainly by greater putamen activation when viewing the regular package in less 458 

impulsive participants.  459 

 460 

[INSERT FIGURE 5 HERE] 461 

 462 

3.2.2 The effect of tasted product on brain activation 463 

When comparing tasting healthier taste with tasting regular taste (irrespective of the package), 464 

several brain regions responded significantly stronger to the taste of healthier taste compared 465 

to regular taste; left sided middle and inferior frontal region (Figure 6), bilateral putamen, right 466 

sided caudate nucleus, and pallidum (see Table 1). Next to this, we found a significant negative 467 
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correlation between HTAS General Health Interest scores and superior frontal gyrus (dlPFC) 468 

activation when tasting the regular taste (r=-0.459, p=0.01).  469 

 470 

[INSERT FIGURE 6 HERE] 471 

 472 

3.2.3 The effect of package*taste interaction on brain activation 473 

When looking at package*taste interactions, congruent combinations (i.e. healthier package + 474 

healthier taste or regular package + regular taste) gave rise to more activation in the left lateral 475 

OFC (Figure 7) compared to incongruent combinations (i.e. healthier package + regular taste 476 

or regular package + healthier taste) which resulted in deactivation in the left lateral OFC (see 477 

Table 1).  478 

 479 

[INSERT FIGURE 7 HERE] 480 

 481 

For the effects of package and taste on activation patterns in the remaining clusters from 482 

Table 1, we kindly refer to the Supplementary Materials. All the activation patterns in the 483 

package condition were in the same direction, as were the activation patterns in the taste 484 

condition (albeit opposite from the package condition). 485 

 486 

3.3 Correlations behavioural and MRI data 487 

We investigated overall Pearson correlations between parameter estimates from significant 488 

clusters of contrasts from package-taste combination (i.e., [PT_HH-rest], [PT_RH-rest], 489 

[PT_HR-rest], [PT_RR-rest]) and sensory and hedonic behavioural scores. No significant 490 

correlations above r=0.25 (p<0.05) were found for any of the sensory and hedonic attributes 491 

across parameter estimates from contrasts of package-taste combinations. Similarly, no 492 
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significant correlations above r=0.25 (p<0.05) were found between average parameter 493 

estimates from regular or healthier product (e.g., PT_HH-rest & PT_RH-rest) and average 494 

hedonic scores from behavioural data. Therefore none of the significant results were 495 

documented here. 496 

 497 
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4. Discussion 498 

In this study the effects of taste and package colour cues on brain activity patterns in taste, 499 

reward and inhibitory control regions were explored to determine whether effects are mediated 500 

via bottom-up (sensory related) or top-down (valuation realted) pathways. Modulatory 501 

influences of personal characteristics (i.e., impulsiveness, health and taste attitude) were also 502 

studied.  503 

 504 

Effects of taste and package colour cues were seen on neural activation in regions that are, 505 

among other things, related to reward and inhibitory control, but not in primary taste processing 506 

regions (insula). In line with expectations, neural activation in striatal and OFC regions was 507 

reduced when viewing healthier packages compared to regular packages while tasting. A higher 508 

health interest related to lower neural activation in the striatum (regular package). These striatal 509 

and OFC regions have been related to reward processing. Viewing healthier packages also 510 

resulted in reduced neural activation in the IFG compared to regular packages (while tasting), 511 

which was not what we hypothesized. These IFG regions have been related to inhibitory control. 512 

The taste of the healthier product, regardless of package, enhanced activation in the striatum, 513 

OFC and dlPFC compared to the taste of the regular product. Among other things, the striatum 514 

and OFC have been related to reward processing, whereas the dlPFC has been related to 515 

inhibitory control. For consumers with a goal of healthy eating this may suggest a cognitively 516 

driven preference for the taste of the healthier product as opposed to a stimulus driven 517 

preference for the taste of the regular product. Lastly, incongruency (e.g. healthier package + 518 

regular taste) gave rise to deactivation in the lateral OFC while congruency (e.g. healthier 519 

package + healthier taste) of package-taste combinations resulted in activation in the lateral 520 

OFC. This region is often related to reward processing as well as attentional processing.  521 
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These findings suggest that (valuation related) top-down processes modulate brain activity by 522 

package and taste properties, rather than (sensory related) bottom-up processes. Furthermore, 523 

they illustrate the importance of taking participant characteristics such as health interest into 524 

account when investigating the effects of package and taste on neural activation. 525 

 526 

Viewing a regular, more ‘indulgent’, package induced stronger activation in the putamen and 527 

OFC compared to the healthier package. Enhanced activation in these regions implies enhanced 528 

reward (anticipation) (Schultz, Tremblay et al. 2000, Tremblay and Schultz 2000, Tremblay 529 

and Schultz 2000, O'Doherty, Deichmann et al. 2002, Small, Jones-Gotman et al. 2003, Rolls 530 

2015). Enhanced activation in reward related regions is in line with earlier research when using 531 

more hedonic, preferred cues ((Grabenhorst, Rolls et al. 2008); OFC, ventral striatum), a 532 

stronger brand cue ((Kuhn and Gallinat 2013); OFC) or a higer priced wine ((Plassmann, 533 

O'Doherty et al. 2008); ventral stiatum). Furthermore, HTAS General Health Interest scores 534 

correlated positively with putamen activation when viewing the regular packages. An 535 

explanation, though speculative, may be that participants with stronger health interest hold 536 

stronger implicit associations that healthier package colours (more bright, less saturated) are 537 

associated with healthiness and the regular package colours (less bright, more saturated) with 538 

attractiveness. 539 

 540 

Viewing a regular, more ‘indulgent’ package also induced stronger activation in the IFG 541 

compared to the healthier package. Enhanced IFG activation may reflect an enhanced need for 542 

inhibitory control to suppress the ‘urge to indulge’ in our health-interested consumers 543 

(Guerrieri, Nederkoorn et al. 2007, van der Laan, Barendse et al. 2016). 544 

 545 
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Regarding taste effects, the healthier product contained less calories and sugar. This product 546 

was perceived as less attractive, liked, sweet, creamy, fruity and flavour intense compared to 547 

the regular product. In contrast to our expectations, the healthier calorie-reduced product 548 

(compared to the regular product) resulted in greater activation in regions implicated in (among 549 

other things) reward representation (OFC), reward anticipation and reward delivery (striatal 550 

regions). From an evolutionary perspective, rewarding properties of calories may be essential 551 

to survival and innately humans are predisposed to like or dislike basic tastes (i.e., sweet and 552 

bitter, respectively) as they provide direct information about the presence of nutrients. For 553 

example an innate preference for sweet may indicate the presence of calories (Cabanac 1971, 554 

Steiner 1979, Anderson 1995), whereas an innate aversion for bitter may indicate the presence 555 

of toxic or poisonous substances. 556 

In line with this notion, examination of a caloric stimulus versus non-caloric stimulus 557 

(irrespective of taste pleasantness) has been linked to stronger activation in taste and reward 558 

related regions (Frank, Oberndorfer et al. 2008), as well as the amygdala (Smeets, Weijzen et 559 

al. 2011). Additionally, examination of taste pleasantness (e.g., liking or attractiveness) for 560 

basic tastes and flavour such as sweetness has been linked to activation of the OFC and other 561 

reward related regions in response to hedonic experiences (O'Doherty, Kringelbach et al. 2001, 562 

Kringelbach and Rolls 2004, Kringelbach 2005, van Rijn, de Graaf et al. 2015). The activation 563 

we observed in brain (e.g. striatum) regions when tasting does not align with these standpoints 564 

and findings. Next to this, we have difficulty explaining the opposite directionality of activation 565 

patterns between package- and taste- based effects.  566 

 567 

The involvement of  other processes related to participants’ (health) associations, attitudes and 568 

cognitions, which are also reflected in (e.g.) the striatum, may have interfered with neural 569 

activation (Berridge 1996, Balleine, Delgado et al. 2007, Delgado 2007). Therefore, activation 570 
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in (e.g.) the striatum may not simply reflect a mere nutritional related reward. Enhanced reward-571 

related activation for the healthier calorie-reduced product may reflect a cognitively driven 572 

preference which fits well with participants’ healthy eating goal, as reflected in the relatively 573 

high HTAS scores of our population. This was also seen in van Rijn et al., (2017). Such a 574 

cognitive preference for the healthier calorie-reduced product may also explain the enhanced 575 

neural activation in dlPFC (middle and superior frontal gyrus), implicated in inhibitory control, 576 

compared to the regular product.  577 

 578 

An alternative explanation is related to familiarity and novelty perception. Regions such as the 579 

OFC as well as dlPFC have been implicated in attentional processes related to novel or 580 

unexpected stimuli. Enhanced brain activation in such regions has been found with respect to 581 

novel or unexpected stimuli to aid identification and learning (Berns, McClure et al. 2001, 582 

Veldhuizen, Douglas et al. 2011). Here, the regular product was readily available on the market 583 

whereas the healthier product (diluted version of the regular product) was not. As our 584 

participants were familiar with the product category, they may have been familiar with the 585 

actual stimulus used for the regular product. The novelty of, or unfamiliarity with, the healthier 586 

product may have resulted in enhanced activation in the OFC and dlPFC in relation to 587 

processing of this unfamiliar, novel stimulus.  Unfortunately, we did not measure familiarity 588 

with the exact stimuli used, which is suggested for a next study.  589 

 590 

Next to package- and taste-based effects on neural activation, incongruent combinations of 591 

package and taste resulted in deactivation in the lateral OFC compared to congruent 592 

combinations which resulted in activation. The OFC is often related to reward processing and 593 

value. Lack of predictability and breaches of expectation have been related to enhanced 594 

activation in regions related to attention (IFG) and reward (OFC). Attentional brain activation 595 
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with respect to breaches of expectation however is often found in opposite direction to aid 596 

identification and learning (Berns, McClure et al. 2001, Veldhuizen, Douglas et al. 2011). As 597 

predictability or taste expectation may not have been obviously signalled through package 598 

colour (i.e. no differences in striatal activation, a region involved in signalling reward prediction 599 

error, between congruent and incongruent trials), we do not know if this was the case here but 600 

lack an alternative explanation. Next to this, we have difficulty explaining the opposite 601 

directionality of activation patterns between package- taste- based effects. Deactivation in the 602 

lateral OFC for incongruent combinations may simply reflect less rewarding properties of 603 

incongruent package-taste combinations compared to congruent package-taste combinations.  604 

 605 

No evidence for bottom-up effects of package colour properties on neural activity in taste 606 

processing regions such as the anterior insula was found. The lack of findings in the insula 607 

could be a result of interactions of bottom-up effects with other (top-down) processes in which 608 

the insula is also involved, such as salience and emotional processing (Critchley, Wiens et al. 609 

2004, Kurth, Zilles et al. 2010). Specifically, simultaneous viewing while tasting may have also 610 

influenced attentional focus resulting in an apparent lack of taste related activation. Along a 611 

similar line, (Grabenhorst and Rolls 2008) demonstrated that focussing on either affective value 612 

or physical properties of a stimulus activates different brain areas, with only insula activation 613 

when the focus was on taste intensity.  614 

 615 

One concern in relation to the interpretation of the neuroimaging results is the lack of significant 616 

relations between neural and behavioural data. An explanation for the lack of significant 617 

relations may be found in an ill-timed sensory and hedonic testing. In hindsight, placing the 618 

sensory evaluation of package-taste stimuli prior to the rather demanding fMRI task instead of 619 

following the fMRI task, may have given better comparability with our fMRI results. This may 620 
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have also given better comparability with our previous sensory findings (Tijssen, Zandstra et 621 

al. 2017) in a similar and much larger population sample. Sensory specific satiety and tiredness 622 

may have influenced the behavioural measures.  623 

 624 

The diversity of experimental designs and stimuli used in other research makes it hard to 625 

generalise and interpret findings of taste, label and price effects across studies. Some studies 626 

have shown effects of taste, brand, label and price cues in reward, taste and inhibitory control 627 

coding brain regions (de Araujo, Rolls et al. 2005, Grabenhorst, Rolls et al. 2008, Plassmann, 628 

O'Doherty et al. 2008, Veldhuizen, Douglas et al. 2011, Grabenhorst, Schulte et al. 2013, Kuhn 629 

and Gallinat 2013). Others, however, reported no effects in reward related brain regions 630 

(Nitschke, Dixon et al. 2006, Woods, Lloyd et al. 2011, Veldhuizen, Nachtigal et al. 2013). 631 

Differences in population characteristics, such as gender (Wang, Volkow et al. 2009), BMI 632 

(Stoeckel, Weller et al. 2008), health interest and impulsivity (van der Laan, Barendse et al. 633 

2016, van Rijn, Wegman et al. 2017), provide potential explanations for discrepancies between 634 

earlier and current findings.  635 

 636 

Furthermore, differences in experimental set-ups may have contributed to the diverse findings 637 

reported in literature: (1) different use of stimuli: others used taste solutions, soft drinks, wines 638 

or odours whereas in our study we used a rich flavoured and creamy dairy drink, (2) inclusion 639 

of ratings after each trial resulting in potential differences in terms of an active cue-stimulus 640 

evaluative component compared to our more passive cue-stimulus evaluation due to no 641 

compulsory rating after each stimulus presentation, (3) timing and nature of cues: prior studies 642 

used verbal cues, often preceding the tasted stimuli, to impose a certain focus on, for example, 643 

taste or hedonics, whereas in the present study subtle visual package colour cues were presented 644 

simultaneously to tasting (Grabenhorst and Rolls 2008).  645 
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 646 

There are several strengths and limitations of the present study worthwhile to discuss. A 647 

strength is the use of realistic subtle non-verbal package cues. Image colour is seen as a low 648 

level content feature, whereas verbal descriptors are seen as higher level content features (Liu, 649 

Zhang et al. 2007). Processing of lower level features is more automatic and subconscious, 650 

therefore more in line with the automatic, subconscious nature of expectancy driven 651 

modulations and food evaluations compared to more cognitively processed verbal descriptors. 652 

The novelty of our subtle cues extends prior findings of higher level cognitive influences 653 

(McClure, Li et al. 2004, de Araujo, Rolls et al. 2005, Nitschke, Dixon et al. 2006, Grabenhorst, 654 

Rolls et al. 2008, Plassmann, O'Doherty et al. 2008, Veldhuizen, Douglas et al. 2011, Woods, 655 

Lloyd et al. 2011, Grabenhorst, Schulte et al. 2013, Kuhn and Gallinat 2013, Veldhuizen, 656 

Nachtigal et al. 2013).  657 

 658 

Related to reliability, the more stringent statistical threshold used compared to other related 659 

papers (e.g., around 5 voxels vs. our primary threshold of k=44 voxels and secondary most 660 

liberal threshold of k=19 voxels at p=0.001 (McClure, Li et al. 2004, Veldhuizen, Douglas et 661 

al. 2011, Grabenhorst, Schulte et al. 2013, Veldhuizen, Nachtigal et al. 2013)) decreases the 662 

chance of false positives. 663 

 664 

There are also several limitations and recommendations worth mentioning. As mentioned 665 

above, in hindsight the behavioural measurements may have been ill-timed, resulting in a lower 666 

reliability of these measurements. It is therefore recommended to either make sure no tiredness 667 

or sensory specific satiety have occurred prior to the behavioural measurements or place the 668 

behavioural measurements at a different (here; prior to) timing relative to MRI measurements. 669 

 670 
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The next recommendation relates to familiarity of the used stimuli. Although we included 671 

consumers of the sweet dairy drink product category, we did not measure their familiarity with 672 

the actual products used nor did we take into account potential differences in preference for 673 

certain types of sweet dairy-based drinks. Some participants may have been familiar with and 674 

preferred thick, creamy, very sweet dairy-based drinks whereas others may have been less 675 

familiar with these types of drinks and preferred less thick, less creamy, low sweet dairy-based 676 

drinks. The differences in familiarity and preference may have influenced the results of our 677 

study. Including measurements on familiarity and preference a priori or including a unified 678 

participant sample with regards to familiarity and preference would be suggested for future 679 

studies.  680 

 681 

Next to this, the results found here may be product (taste) or product category specific. 682 

Replicating this study using other product packages and tastes, such as savoury products (e.g. 683 

soups), as well as in different populations (e.g. in terms of health consciousness), would give a 684 

better idea about boundary conditions and generalisability. Lastly, investigating interactions 685 

with other package elements (e.g., material, package shape, text) would be valuable. For 686 

example, credence characteristics, referring to (package) characteristics that influence the 687 

credibility of the seller in relation to the buyer have been shown to influence liking (Fernqvist 688 

and Ekelund 2014).  689 

 690 

To conclude, our findings underscore the potential ability of package colour properties to 691 

influence perception and neural activation in reward and inhibition related brain activation via 692 

more valuation related (top-down) systems. Individual differences in health interest and 693 

impulsivity modify package and taste related brain responses which underscore the importance 694 
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of taking participant characteristics into account in food research. This paper highlights some 695 

of the mechanisms and conditions under which these effects operate.   696 
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Tables 913 

Table 1 ROI clusters with significant different activation when comparing packages, tastes and package-taste combinations using a flexible 914 

factorial fMRI analysis. 915 

Effect 

ROI Side 

Cluster 

size 

X Y Z Peak       

Z-score 

Main package effect  

      

Regular package vs  Inferior frontal gyrus (vlPFC) R 40 51 26 -1 4.33 

Healthier package Putamen (ventral striatum) L 19 -15 5 -7 4.74 

  Orbital inferior frontal gyrus 

(OFC) 

L 37 -48 32 -13 3.73 

Main product effect  
      

Healthier product vs  Caudate (dorsal striatum)* R 56 18 -16 23 5.02 

Regular product Middle frontal gyrus (BA46) 

(dlPFC)* 

L 204 -24 50 17 4.06 

 
Orbital inferior frontal gyrus 

(OFC) 

L 25 -21 35 -10 4.56 

 
Pallidum (ventral striatum) R 35 27 -7 -7 4.13  
Putamen (dorsal striatum) R 30 24 11 5 3.92  
Putamen (dorsal striatum) L 21 -24 14 2 3.8 

  Superior frontal gyrus (dlPFC) L 21 -15 26 50 3.87 

Package * product interaction effect            

Healthier package + Healthier 

product & Regular package + 

Regular product vs Healthier 

package + Regular product & 

Regular package + Healthier product 

Orbital inferior frontal gyrus 

(OFC) 
L 19 -36 41 -10 3.75 

MNI peak coordinates, significant at puncorrected < 0.001, voxel threshold: 19 voxels. 916 
*Significant at pFWE< 0.05 (puncorrected < 0.001, k > 44 voxels) 917 
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Figure captions 918 

 919 

Figure 1 Package stimuli, signaling healthy and regular product properties, varying in hue and 920 

levels of brightness and saturation. The usage of package stimuli was permitted by, and cleared 921 

with, Royal FrieslandCampina, Amersfoort, The Netherlands. 922 

 923 
 924 

Figure 2 Overview of a package trial (top) and a package-taste trial (bottom) during the fMRI 925 

task. Note that the ‘rating’ of either healthiness or attractiveness only occurred once per 926 

congruent package-taste trial.   927 

Figure 3 Mean (±SD) of perceived hedonic attributes per package or tasted product, * indicate 928 

significant differences between products or packages at p<0.05.  929 

Figure 4 Mean (±SD) of perceived sensory attributes per package or tasted product, * indicate 930 

significant differences between products or packages at p<0.05. 931 

 932 

Figure 5 Difference between contrasts of viewing healthier packages and regular packages 933 

while tasting in the left sided putamen and mean (±SD) parameter estimates for this cluster. F-934 

map overlaid on mean anatomical image, p<0.001, F>11.33. Flexible factorial analysis was 935 

performed comparing contrasts of healthier and regular package viewing while tasting. Bottom 936 

right: Average cluster parameter estimates of left sided putamen when viewing a regular 937 

package while tasting plotted against General Health Interest scores from HTAS, p<0.05.  938 

 939 

Figure 6 Difference between contrasts of tasting healthier product taste and regular product 940 

taste in the left middle frontal gyrus and mean (±SD) parameter estimates for this cluster. F-941 

map overlaid on mean anatomical image, p<0.001, F>11.33. Flexible factorial analysis was 942 

performed comparing contrasts of healthier and regular product tasting versus rest, irrespective 943 

of presented packages. 944 

 945 

Figure 7 Difference between contrasts of congruent and incongruent package-taste 946 

combinations in the left lateral OFC and mean (±SD) parameter estimates for this cluster. F-947 

map overlaid on mean anatomical image, p<0.001, F>11.33. Flexible factorial analysis was 948 

performed comparing contrasts of congruent- and incongruent package-taste combination 949 

versus rest, irrespective of presented packages. 950 
 951 
 952 
 953 

Supplementary materials 954 

Figure 8 Difference between contrasts of viewing healthier packages and regular packages 955 

 956 

Figure 9 Difference between contrasts of tasting healthier product taste and regular product 957 

taste 958 

 959 

Figure 10 Correlations between behavioural indices and BOLD-signal in several ROIs 960 
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